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DEFINED EFFECT IN STRIPES

By Betty Brown
For women of conservative tastes

today's fashion art has a decided ap-
peal The hair-lin- e striped silk is
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much less striking than the ordinary
stripes of solid color.

The skirt is a splendid example of
good designing, being merely a cord-
ed flounce applied to a hip yoke, with
the extra fullness at the top looped
into artistic side pockets.

The artistic little shirred cape and
the matching hat complete a sum-
mer street costume of unusual re-
finement and elegance.
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COUNCIL BODY TO BE TOLD OF.

BABIES' BEING SOLD
Instances of little babies actually

being sold and of others dying from
apparently gross neglect in South
Side "baby farms" were to be called
to the attention of the council health
committee at its meeting this after
noon.

An investigation by the Juvenile
Protective ass'n reveals startling
facts of the way some of these farms
appear to be run; of unmarried
mothers boarding their children at
these farms, of an alarmingly high
death rate among the babies and of
the easy manner in which anybody
seems able to get a baby from some
of the "farms."

CONFESSES OLSON ROBBERY
Joseph Moresco, an

held at the East Chicago av. station,
is said to have confessed that he rob-
bed the safe of the A. J. Olson Dairy
Co., 226 W. Chicago av., on Oct. 25,
the night after Sen. A. J. Olson, head
of the company, died. $50J)00 is said
to have disappeared. The police had
suspected Fred A. Brown, a confiden-
tial employe, of embezzlement. Mo-

resco named Mike Bernardi and
Frank Calabra as accomplices.
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"Washington. Mrs. Jas. H. Lewis,

wife of Sen. Lewis, talked of as "ad-
ministration" candidate for president
of D. A. R, y

Washington. Plan to boost post-
age rates on newspapers and maga-
zines and decrease postage on drop
letters to 1 cent lost out in senate.
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